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1-Tachus 10 Electronic Target System:
Tachus 10 Meter Electronic Target System is perfectly
suited for 10 Meter Air Rifle and Air Pistol Shooting
Events (0.177 Calibre). It is based on advanced ultrasonic
measurement technology. System can be connected to
windows PC/Laptop with cable and shots are shown in
our software immediately after fire. System has
attachable pellet collector and LED illumination features.
System is very easy to use and even simpler to maintain.
It has two years warranty. It has been installed in 30+
shooting ranges across India till now and 600+ shooters
are training on it.
Key Features:
Suitable for 10 Meter Air Rifle and Pistol Shooting
Suitable for use in private or at competitions
Paper Roll Based
Accuracy as per ISSF Standards
Pellet Collector and Led Illumination included
Features like Zoom, match summary, shot timing
etc.
Two Years Warranty (Extendable)
Low Maintenance

Picture of Installation of Tachus10 Installation
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2-Tachus 25/50 Electronic Target System:
Tachus 25/50 Electronic Target System is perfectly
suited for 25 Meter Sports Pistol, Standard Pistol
and 50 Meter Free Pistol (5.6 mm, 0.22 Calibre).
System can also be used for 25 Meter Duelling as
well. It is based on advanced ultrasonic
measurement
technology.
System
can
be
connected to windows PC/Laptop with cable and
shots are shown in monitor immediately after fire.
System has attachable granule based bullet
collector and traffic lights (green and red). The
bullet trap is a gel bullet trap filled with granules, so
there is no lead dust, the bullets are removed from
the resealing gel plate braked and caught in the
granulate. System is very easy to use and even
simpler to maintain. It has two years warranty.

Key Features:
Suitable for 25 Meter Sports Pistol, Standard Pistol and 50 Meter Free Pistol (0.22 Cal)
Suitable for use in private or at competitions
Rubber Roll Based
Accuracy as per ISSF Standards
Granule Based Bullet Collector included
Traffic Lights (Green and Red)
Features like Zoom, match summary, shot timing etc.
Two Years Warranty (Extendable)
Low Maintenance

Tachus 25/50 ETS
Picture of Installation of ETS25
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3-Tachus 25 Meter Rapid Fire Shooting Station:
Tachus 25 Meter Rapid Fire Shooting Station has been designed and developed for 25
Meter Rapid Fire Shooting Event (0.22 Calibre). This set can also be used for other
25m pistol disciplines (Standard Pistol and Sport Pistol Events). This Station includes 5
Targets, desk of 5 monitors and a centralized display monitor. All Five Systems have
Traffic Lights which can be controlled by centralised system. System is easy to
maintain and has long life. It comes with 2 years warranty. All five targets are set up
in a trolley and equipped with a 5-fold gel granulate bullet trap.

Key Features:
Suitable for 25 Meter Rapid Fire Pistol Shooting Event (0.22 Cal)
Includes 5 Targets, Desk of 5 monitors and A centralized display monitor
Suitable for use in private or at competitions
Rubber Roll Based
Accuracy as per ISSF Standards
Granule Based Bullet Collector included
Features like Zoom, match summary, shot timing etc.
Two Years Warranty (Extendable)
Low Maintenance

Tachus 25 Rapid Fire
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4-Tachus 50/10 Hybrid Electronic Target System
Tachus 50/10 is a hybrid electronic
target system which can be used for 50
Meter small bore Rifle (5.6 mm, 0.22
Calibre), 10 Meter Air Rifle and 10 Meter
Air Pistol (4.5 mm, 0.177 Calibre)
shooting. System is built on robust
ultrasonic measurement technology an
requires a paper as medium for score
detection. System can be connected to
windows PC/Laptop with cable and
shots are shown in our software
immediately after fire. System has
attachable pellet collector and LED
illumination features. Paper roll moves
down automatically after every shot.
Duration of paper movement can be set
up by the user.

Tachus 50/10 Hybrid

Key Features:
Suitable for 50 Meter Small Bore Rifle (0.22 Cal)
Suitable for 10 Meter Air Rifle and Air Pistol Shooting Events (0.177 Cal)
Suitable for use in private or at competitions
Rubber Roll Based
Accuracy as per ISSF Standards
Granule Based Bullet Collector included
Features like Zoom, match summary, shot timing etc.
Two Years Warranty (Extendable)
Low Maintenance
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5-Tachus 50 Meter Electronic Target System
Tachus 50 Meter Electronic Target System is perfectly
suited for 50 Meter small bore Rifle and free Pistol
shooting (0.22 Calibre). It is based on advanced ultrasonic
measurement technology. System can be connected to
windows PC/Laptop with cable and shots are shown in
monitor immediately after fire. System has attachable
granule based bullet collector. The bullet trap is a gel
bullet trap filled with granules, so there is no lead dust,
the bullets are removed from the resealing gel plate
braked and caught in the granulate. System is very easy
to use and even simpler to maintain. It has two years
warranty.

Key Features:
Suitable for 50 Meter Shooting Events (Small bore Rifle and Pistol Both)
Suitable for use in private or at competitions
Rubber Roll Based
Accuracy as per ISSF Standards
Granule Based Bullet Collector included
Features like Zoom, match summary, shot timing etc.
Two Years Warranty (Extendable)
Low Maintenance

Tachus 50
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6-Tachus Range Management Set up:
Tachus Lane Control Desk:
Tachus Lane Control Desk is designed to set up and control multiple lanes (Upto 10
Lanes) of Tachus Electronic Target in a range. It allows range officers to set up all the
details (Including shooter's name, lane number, comport , match and event type) of
multiple users from a single desk. It can be connected with each system wirelessly (Wi-Fi
network). It also has feature to print match reports and match summary of each lane for
control desk.

Tachus Display and Ranking Desk:
Tachus Display and Ranking Desk is designed to display real time performances of
multiple shooters (Up to 10) on a single screen. This desk not just shows real time
scores but ranking of the participants as well. It can be connected wirelessly on
WiFi Network with up to 10 Lanes. This Desk can also be connected to big screen
to engage the audience in the range.
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